
Emergency Generator Purchasing Guide
Standard disclaimer – This write up is meant to guide you in the right direction to make your

own decisions. It is up to you to decide on what to purchase, and ultimately how to use

it/install it. I am not liable if you break any local laws or ordinances in your generator

endeavors, I’ve done my best to make sure that every time you start your generator your

neighbor’s cat does not get shocked, your car horn doesn’t honk uncontrollably, and/or your

spouse doesn’t develop a serious spending problem on beanie babies… Follow at your own

risk, consult with a licensed electrician whenever necessary, and always abide by your local

laws… just don’t be stupid… please😊

Some quick background information on me – I did 4 years in a

votech high school studying Outdoor Power Equipment, I then worked in a handful of Power

Equipment shops, including a company called Altaquip who did all the repair and warranty work

for home depot’s power equipment, there I was the head generator technician, I’ve installed

standby generators, and professionally serviced many commercial scale generators. (100,000+

watt units that are built into semi-truck trailers) I’ve been out of the small engine/power

equipment industry for about 10 years so some of my information may be dated, please use this

guide just as that, a guide to point you in the right direction. Read reviews, do some research on

your own, and ask the folks at your local power equipment shop what they think, they are

working with this stuff every day. Feel free to send me questions on discord @jasonworksalot,

I’ll do my best to help everyone I can. I hope you will find this write up helpful and wish you the

best of luck in purchasing an emergency generator!

Portable Versus Standby -

The two most common types of back up generators are Portable and Standby (or whole

house) units.

Portable gen sets may range in power levels up to about 15,000 watts now days, they

almost always come with wheels and have a handful of plugs on them as an interface. They may

be up to 900lbs (and sometimes heavier) so although as advertised as portable you are more

than likely not going to be taking this on a weekend hiking trip with you. (that would be an

inverter type/suitcase generator and although not the purpose of this article I will try to cover

them briefly at the end) although two people can put the unit into the back of an SUV or pickup

truck and they’re handy to take to remote construction sites, your in-laws house when their

power is out, or even some camping trips (assuming its going to stay with the vehicle) These

units will generally have less of an amperage output capability than standby units, be much

louder, and can be susceptible to theft much easier than standbys – third party enclosures are



available for sale, that can reduce noise, and deter theft somewhat. However, they can be

stored in a garage or shed when not needed (not showing the world that you have a generator

on good days), require smaller fuel tanks (more on this later) and generally speaking a portable

generator will cost about a quarter or less of a standby generator. Portable units will also

require you to start it and plug in your home or at least the items you wish to use when you

need it.

Standby generators (often called whole house generators for marketing purposes) are

installed near the house, usually on a gravel, concrete, or fiberglass pad; and then hard wired

into the homes existing electrical service. Although installation is something that a well versed

DIY’er can accomplish; it is usually recommend having a licensed electrician perform most of, if

not all the work. Depending on your area, installation may require permits and/or have HOA

conflicts. Standby generators will require the use or a transfer switch (more on those later) and

come with a costly price tag. Expect to pay for installation about what the unit itself costs.

Standby units almost always run off Propane or Natural gas (propane requirements are usually

150+ gallons on hand, and natural will certainly be on a metered line and added utility cost –

also can be dependent on utility company functioning) on rare occasions some may run on

diesel fuel.  On the other hand, standby gen sets will almost always increase your homes resale

value, tend to have larger power outputs – both with amps and watts – run much quieter, be

more difficult for thieves to remove, and in most cases work hand in hand with an automatic

transfer switch to start themselves up and take over power needs when a power grid outage is

sensed (usually within 30 seconds to a minute) they will also turn them selves off once they

sense the power grid back online. Another noteworthy feature found on most standby units Is

they can be setup to exercise themselves automatically.

Wattage sizing requirements -

Here is where the most confusing part of the article comes to light. I am going to try and

provide as much information as possible so you can make an educated decision on what suits

your individual needs best; while also simplifying it enough to not require any formal learning

on electrical theory. Ready?.. okay, I’ll wait… ……alright were moving on now.

Understanding Watts measurement – Watts is a unit used to measure electrical Power,

Volts is a measurement of Electrical potential, and Amps (amperes) is a measurement of current

flow.

To figure out watts you multiply Volts and Amps together. (the electrical formula is P=IE,

or Power = Amperage(I) X Voltage(E) )

Generators are rated in Watts, similarly to how your power company charges you, to

figure out how many Watts you need, or rather what the best bang for your buck is, first figure

out the essentials you’d like to have in an emergency and then do one or a combination of the

three equations below.



The first way to figure out power requirements (and arguably the most overkill but will

pretty much guarantee you to have enough power to run whatever you need to) is to figure out

which circuits on your breaker panel contain the items you want to run. Because in an electrical

panel the voltage is a constant (either 120v or 240v) and the breaker amperage is the highest

allowable amount of current on that circuit you can have. *This method alone may end up in

you getting a larger generator than you “need” but in that situation there’s always room for

future growth.*

For example…

A 120V 15A breaker will require 1,800 Watts to operate.

A 120v 20A breaker will require 2,400 Watts to operate.

A 240v 30A breaker will require 7,200 Watts to operate.

A 240v 200A residential breaker panel running at full capacity will require 48,000 Watts of

power to operate. (this will never happen most homes use about half of their breaker panels

capacity, things that increase this number are more modern HVAC systems, electric hot water

heaters, multiple freezers, etc. however its worth mentioning.)

Circuit breakers should only be run up to 80% of their capacity regularly, the remaining

20% is there for when items that have starting energy required start or cycle. A refrigerator for

example has a motor in it to run the refrigerant pump and will start up as needed throughout

the day or night to keep the temperature consistent, when that motor starts it takes more

current to get it moving and less to keep it moving… an object in motion tends to want to stay

in motion… so you will temporarily draw more amperage (about 45 seconds to a minute) and

then settle down while it runs.. this surge of power needs to be taken into serious consideration

on generators because unlike a home on a power grid which has a (seemingly) infinite amount

of power it can draw from generators can only produce what they’re rated for. This is the

difference between SURGE(peak) WATTS and RMS(running) WATTS. Manufactures will call

these numbers different things however the surge will always be the higher number and the

running will be the lower you need to make sure that the surge wattage covers your calculations

for requirements and that the running watts falls within 80% of it.

Another popular means for estimation is using calculators or sheets available online that

give general wattage requirements for household items. The issue I have with this is it doesn’t

account for variations in equipment, so although it will get you “close” in certain situations

enough small deviations can lead to your total being way off. For example your home may be

larger on average, or may be less insulated than average thusly your HVAC system may be

double the size of “average” and you may end up with a generator that can not power your

heating system, hot water heater, and lights at the same time. The only thing in that equation

you can control are the lights, so if the sensor in your hot water heater decides its time to warm



the water, and your HVAC is running auxiliary coils on a heat pump while you’ve got a few lights

on you may just trip the breaker on your generator (this is the situation my parents have run

into, after getting a new HVAC system installed that draws much more current than the old one

they had when we spec’d out their generator) there are work arounds for this situation, but

they can be costly and somewhat of a hassle to install.

My third suggestion for figuring out your power requirements is to go to your electric

bill, take the “actual” KWh number for the month and divide it by the number of days in the

billing cycle. Although this is an accurate number for the power you require daily it does not

consider surge wattage requirements and is only accurate to your current lifestyle for that time

of year. If you choose this method, I’d recommend taking a look at different bills of different

times throughout the year, maybe over multiple years, and averaging them together, then add

20%. Use this number for your surge wattage.

Ideally (WHAT I WOULD HIGHLY RECOMMEND YOU TAKE THE TIME TO DO) to be

certain on sizing requirements one could do all three calculations and average them together.

The more research you do now the less likely you are to be replacing the unit for an upgrade

later as generators are often pricey and should be a well thought out investment.

What Brand to buy –

The question undoubtedly on everyone’s mind, second only to “which specific unit

should I buy”, although this category is not nearly as confusing as the previous, its something

that should be considered almost as in depth. After all, an emergency generator is useless to

you if it can not be counted on to function when you need it. With that being said, the old

answer to this used to be get one of the “name brands” which was pretty much (on the

residential side) Briggs and Stratton, Tecumseh, Honda, Generac, Kohler and Onan. The problem

is some of these names have been purchased over the years and are all offshore throwaway

units; some do not even make generators anymore but rather just make components.

The best research you can do is a quick internet search for local small engine repair

shops. Check and see what brands they carry so you know if you need repair work done past

the scope of your ability then you’ve got a place to take it locally. It would be my

recommendation to go ahead and purchase a unit from a local power equipment dealer over a

big box store, or the internet as some manufactures have two different quality lines of product,

the lesser goes to the box store, and does not carry the same warranty as the one you’d buy at a

dealer. Echo power equipment is known for doing this, they sell the same model number string

trimmer at home depot for $150 less than what you could get it for at a dealer, however the

serial numbers start with different letters and the home depot trimmers warranty covers much

less and isn’t as long as the dealers model.



After seeing what dealers are in the area, search popular power equipment parts

suppliers online and see what brands they carry, ereplacementparts.com and

jackssmallengines.com are both great places to look. Long story short here is that its important

to be able to go ahead and order replacement parts, and or service parts (spark plugs, air filters,

oil filters etc) whenever you may need them and not have to wait multiple weeks to get them.

For example, harbor freight, although they’re getting slightly better recently, is known for

quality issues on just about all of the items they sell. Their generators are no different and at

least to my knowledge at the time of writing this, the parts must be ordered by calling a phone

number and being directed to a call center to deal with someone who’s got no real clue what

you’re talking about to order your part from a factory overseas and you might see said part in

2-3 weeks.

The brands that have been able to constantly carry a good reputation for quality, and

continued support are Briggs and Stratton, Honda, Generac, and Onan. Although they tend to

be on the higher end of the price spectrum, you should only be making the purchase once. I

personally have a Briggs and Stratton elite responder series 7200w 8650 starting portable

generator that has not give me a hiccup of issue in over 8 years of ownership. A few years ago I

lost power for 2 and a half weeks in a snowstorm and ran it around the clock without issue, only

shutting it down to refuel.

If you do decide to buy another brand that is completely fine, there are plenty out there

that are performing just as well as the big ones, just make sure to do your homework and make

sure you’ll be able to take care of it if something breaks down on it. Try searching for a few of

these parts before you buy as they are some of the somewhat common things you may be

required to replace or repair :

Carburetor Carburetor rebuild kit Recoil starter
assembly

Electric starter motor

Battery Voltage regulator Capacitor Commutator brushes

Service kit (spark
plug, air filter, oil
filter if applicable,
fuel filter

Fuel
valve/petcock/fuel
shut off valve

Battery Voltage rectifier

Ignition coil/ CDI box
(if applicable)

Recoil Stater
Assembly (pull Start)

Circuit breaker/
receptacles

On/off ignition switch
and/or key switch



Be sure to check on pricing and availability for these as well be sure you won’t be paying more

for a repair than you did for the unit. Compare prices to Honda and Briggs and Stratton units

too, Honda tends to be the most expensive of the major brands however their replacement

parts are usually reasonable.

Most off-brand units use some version of a Honda cloned engine, they may be branded

as “predator” (harbor freights rebrand) “Subaru”, “robin” to name a few. “Most” of these clones

are quite reliable and are not bad alternatives if this is the route you decide to go try to find an

off brand with a Honda clone engine. Below is a side a typical Honda engine and its clone from

harbor freight, there are only subtle differences cosmetically and on “most” models the genuine

Honda parts even work on the clone.







Most Standby generator’s have either a Briggs and Stratton, or Kohler engine in them,

both of these are very reliable and repair parts are easily ordered online.

Hooking up the generator to your home or appliances.

When it comes to using the electricity your generator produces, you’ve got a handful of

options in front of you. Some much more expensive than others, also some available only to a

portable unit and visa versa. The most important thing here is that you have some kind of a

safety disconnect in place that will prevent you from sending your generator power back

down the power grid lines, line men working on the lines trying to restore power are often

electrocuted to death because of someone being negligent with their generator usage.

Automatic Transfer Switches (disconnect style) – These are most common on standby

gen sets however they can be utilized on a portable unit that’s not moving anywhere anytime

soon. This device is installed inbetween your electrical meter and your breaker panel. It is also

wired directly to the generators output as well as having some low voltage signal wires to

control the generator turning off and on. The devices senses when the power feed from the grid

goes out, waits 15 seconds to verify that its out, and then starts your generator, and switches to

generator power. While the generator is running the transfer switch is constantly monitoring the

line coming from power grid and when it senses power for 2 constant minutes uninterrupted it

switches you back to the grid and shuts the generator down. These switches are often $400 -

$1,500 depending on the amperage they can handle. Installation is highly recommended to be

done by a trained and licensed electrician but it is not impossible for a DIY’er with a FULL

understanding of safety around high voltage lines to do. (may require permits or inspections)

Automatic transfer switch (sub panel style) – this option does all of the above however

rather than utilize your current breaker panel, this will act as a sub panel that the circuits you

want to power need to be relocated into. These often are cheaper options however what you

save in the cost of the unit you will most certainly pay for in labor to an electrician. This is a job I

would not recommend for most DIY’ers as its going to generally require an inspection and will

be a more permanent change. Unless for a reason I can not think of currently I would

recommend avoiding this option.

Manual Transfer Switch – This option will more likely than not be used for a portable

gen set, although with some work it could be hooked to a standby unit. This acts as a sub panel

as well, but you must physically throw a three-position switch, selecting either generator power

or shore power feeding the breakers in the panel. The benefit to this for portable units is that it

can often be mounted externally and have a twist lock style plug that a generator extension

cord can be hooked to when needed and taken off and stored with the generator in a shed or

garage normally. Ideally this setup should also be installed by a trained and license professional

as breaker circuits need to be relocated and they will be well versed in safety and electrical code



to make sure everything stays legitimate. On average expect to pay around 400$ for the unit

plus labor from an electrician.

Direct plug in – This solution is going to be by far the cheapest, and most inconvenient

option, it’s unplugging the things you want to power, I.E. fridge, freezer, coffee pot, desk lamp,

etc. and plugging them into your generator either by extension cords or by purchasing a

generator cord. You can plug multiple devices into the high amperage breaker plug with a

generator cord – pictured below. (usually a twist lock 30amp or 50 amp the same outlet on the

generator you would plug a manual transfer switch into) Keep in mind that hard wired

electronics are out of the question here, i.e. electric hot water heaters, furnaces, heat pumps,

a/c units, ranges etc. also you can not use both 240v and 120v items at the same time, its one

or the other. So if you have 2 fridges that are 120v and a window a/c unit that’s 240v you’ll need

to run them at different times, and more likely than not, with different cables. This is a great

emergency oh crap solution while you save for something a little more permanent, and the plus

side is you don’t need to worry about back feeding the grid. But also bear in mind you’ll have to

crack a window or door to run the cord outside to the generator as well.

Installation of an automatic disconnect style transfer switch.



Automatic disconnect style transfer switch, and its internals.

load center style automatic transfer switch



Typical manual transfer switch with exterior plug



Two common types of generator plugs



General Use, Care, and Maintenance –

The number one thing to remember is to ALWAYS operate an emergency generator,

standby or portable, in a WELL ventilated area OUTDOORS and AWAY from and OPEN

WINDOWS OR DOORS

Make sure to never refuel a running generator, and always be sure the area in which you

are refueling is well ventilated. Gasoline vapors ARE flammable, and CAN BE explosive

Your generator should be exercised regularly, this basically means that you take it out,

start it up, let it run with something plugged into it (a shop light, hair dryer, electric drill) and

turned on for 10-15 minutes once a week. This ensures that the brushes inside the generator

itself will stay free of corrosion. As well as any spider webs inside will be blown out before they

can become an issue (spider silk is a good conductor of electricity and can cause short circuits

internally)

Always run the gas out of the carburetor, do this by turning the fuel valve to the off

position while the unit is still running, and let it run until it shuts off on its own.

Regular service intervals are listed in the owner’s manual, just like your car your

generator needs its oil and filters changed regularly.

Bear in mind that advertised is usually at 50% load on the unit. The more of a load you

put on it, the more fuel it will consume – this is most important for gasoline powered stand by

generators since you are going to need to safely store and keep fresh your reserve supply of

gasoline. Whenever possible get ethanol free gasoline as it has a much longer shelf life. (ethanol

is hydroscopic meaning it will absorb moisture from the air overtime, and most engines no

runny runny on water.)

DO NOT MAKE A JUMPER CORD THAT YOU SAW

SOME GUY ON YOUTUBE MAKE TO BACK FEED YOUR

CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL – IT’S HIGHLY ILLEGAL, IF YOU

DO THIS AND A LINEMAN DIES BECAUSE OF IT, THE

POWER COMPANY WILL BE ABLE TO TELL WHERE THE

BACK FEED CAME FROM AND YOU WILL BE CRIMINALLY

CHARGED.



Suitcase generators (as promised earlier)- these units are often light weight.

And generally max out around 3000 watts. With these units if you are looking for something to

take camping and you will be depending on, do yourself the favor and buy a Honda. The Ryobi

suitcases were the number one come back unit I dealt with at Altaquip, and to my knowledge

the Generac and Predator units are just as bad. These machines use inverter technology to

convert DC power to AC power and that is why they are so compact. Inverter technology has

come a long way recently so your results may vary, but I personally spent the money on a Honda

(I believe it’s an EU2000i) some 8 years ago, it still works great to this day, if I was looking to

replace it tomorrow, I’d buy the same one again.


